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A COMPLETENESS RESULT FOR SLDNF-RESOLUTION* 

KARL STROETMANN 

[> Because of the possibility of floundering and infinite derivations, SLDNF
resolution is, in general, not complete. The classical approach [17] to get a 
completeness result is to restrict the attention to normal programs P and 
normal goals G, such that P u { G} is allowed and P is hierarchical. 
Unfortunately, the class of all normal programs and all normal goals 
meeting these requirements is not powerful enough to be of great practical 
importance. But after refining the concept of allowedness by taking modes 
[12] into account, we can broaden the notion of a hierarchical program, 
and thereby define a subclass of the class of normal programs and normal 
goals which is powerful enough to compute all primitive recursive func
tions without losing the completeness of SLDNF-resolution. <l 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The two main obstacles which have to be faced in order to get a completeness 
result for SLDNF-resolution are 

• Floundering 

• Infinite derivations 

Today, the problem of floundering is well understood. The simplest possibility to 
exclude floundering computations is to restrict the attention to allowed queries, 
which were introduced by Clark [5]. However, an allowed program may contain 
only closed facts. Therefore, these programs are, in general, not sufficient. The 
concept of allowed programs can be refined by taking modes [11, 12, 8] into 
account. Modes are a way to divide the variables in a clause into input and output 
variables. Thereby, the problem of floundering can be controlled. Moreover, modes 
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permit a refinement of the concept of a hierarchical program, which no longer bans 
recursion completely, but still guarantees the finiteness of all SLDNF-derivations. 

If P is a normal logic program and G is a goal, the set P u { G} will be called a 
queried program. 

All notions not defined in this paper can be looked up in the book by J. W. 
Lloyd [18]. There is, however, one major difference from Lloyd: we fix the 
computation rule to always select the first literal in a goal. This selection rule is 
actually the one applied in Prolog, and it therefore deserves our special attention. 
Because the "S" in SLDNF stands for "selection rule," we will drop it, as suggested 
in [1]. Hence, in the future, we will speak of LDNF-derivation, LDNF-refutation, 
and LDNF-resolution instead of SLDNF-derivation, SLDNF-refutation, and 
SLDNF-resolution. The results of this paper will show that, for the class of normal 
programs under consideration, the Prolog selection rule is safe. It will trivially turn 
out to be fair because there will be no infinite LDNF-derivations. 

Throughout this paper, P will stand for a normal program and G for a normal 
goal. I denotes the set of all predicate symbols occurring in P, while A denotes 
the set of all function symbols used in P. If q is an n-ary predicate symbol from P, 
then arity(q) = n. If E is an expression, FV(E) denotes the multiset of free 
variables in E. So if x is a variable that occurs n times in E, then it will occur n 
times in the multiset FV(E). 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the concept of an 
I/O-specification, and show that an LDNF-computation for P u {G} will not 
flounder if there exists an I/O-specification u such that P u {G} is stable. In 
Section 3, we develop the notion of a program which is ordered for an I/O-speci
fication u, and show that for a queried program P u {G} and an I/O-specification 
u such that P u {G} is stable, and furthermore P is ordered, no infinite LDNF
derivations exist. In Section 4, we collect our results and prove the completeness of 
LDNF-resolution for a stable queried program P U {G} such that P is ordered. In 
Section 5, we show that this class of queried programs is sufficient for the 
computation of all primitive recursive functions. Finally, in Section 6, we will 
compare our results with some other methods proposed in the literature. 

2. HOW TO AVOID FLOUNDERING 

In this section, we define the notion of a stable program P, and we give some 
useful properties of stable programs. None of the concepts and lemmata given in 
this section is new; they can all be found either in [11] or [8]. Our reason for 
repeating all of the definitions and lemmata is to make this paper independent of 
the aforementioned work. 

Everything starts from the notion of an I/0 specification. An I/0 specification 
u is a function assigning to every predicate symbol p a mode uP. A mode divides 
the occurrences of variables appearing in the head of a clause into input and 
output variables. Formally, a mode uP for an n-ary predicate symbol p is a 
function from the set {1, ... , n} to the set { +, - }. We write uP in the more 
suggestive form as 

p( up( 1), ... , up( n)). 

Modes indicate how the arguments of a predicate should be used. If u/i) =" + ," 
we call i an input position of p, and if u/i) = "-,"we call i an output position of 
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p (both w.r.t. uP). The intention is that the input positions should be replaced by 

ground terms. 
The notion of an I/O-specification makes it possible to define input and output 

variables. 

Definition 1 (Input variables and output variables). Let P u { G} be a queried 

program, u an I/O-specification for P U {G}, and q an n-ary predicate symbol 

from P. 
We define the multiset FV+(q(t 1, ••• ,tn)) of input variables of the atom 

q(t1, ••• , tn) as 

FV+(q(t1 , ••• ,tn)) == l±J {FV(t;): iE {l, ... ,n}&uq(i) ="+"}. 

(Here, 1±1 stands for the union of multisets.) The multiset FV-(q(t 1, ••• ,tn)) of 

output variables of the atom q(tp ... , tn) is defined as 

Fv- ( q( t 1, ... , tn)) == l±J { FV( t;): i E { 1, ... , n} & uq( i) = "- "}. 

for a negative literal -, Q, we set 

FV+(-,Q)==FV(Q) and 

We are now able to define the notion of stableness for an I/O-specification u. 

This notion is central for everything that follows. 

Definition 2 (Stable). Let P u {G} be a queried program and u an I/O-specifica

tion for P U {G}. 
We call a clause Q (--- L 1, ••• , Ln from P stable (w.r.t. u) iff 

1. x E FV-(Q) = x E FV+(Q) or 3j E {1, ... , n}[x E FV(L)] and 
2. x E FV+(L) = x E FV+(Q) or 3j E {1, ... , i- 1}[x E FV(Lj)]. 

A normal goal G of the form (--- L 1, ••• , Ln is stable (w.r.t. u) iff 

x E FV+ ( L;) = 3 j E { 1, ... , i - 1} [X E FV( L j)] . 

Finally, the queried program P u {G} is called stable (w.r.t u) iff every clause 

from P u { G} is stable. 

(In the following, we will always assume that the I/O-specification u is clear 

from the context, and therefore we will drop the clause "w.r.t. u .") 

Obseroation. There are two important observations following immediately from 

the definition of stable goals and clauses. 

1. If G = (--- L 1, ••• , Lm is a normal goal such that P u {G} is stable, then 

FV+ ( L 1) = !3. If L 1 is a negative literal, this implies that FV( L 1) = !3. 
2. If C is a normal clause, which is stable, then every instance of C is again 

stable. Of course, the same is true for a normal goal. 

These two observations will be used repeatedly in the proof of the next 

proposition. 
Before we are able to prove that no LDNF-computation of P u {G} flounders if 

P u {G} is stable, we have to formalize the notion of an LDNF-computation, which 
is essentially due to Clark [5]. 
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Definition 3 (LDNF-computation, LDNF-refutation, computed answer). Let P U { G} 
be a queried program. 

An LDNF-computation of P U {G} consists of a finite sequence G0 , G 1, •.. , Gn 
of normal goals (where G 0 = G), a sequence C 1, C 2 , ••. , C n of variants 1 of 
clauses of P or ground negative literals, and a sequence 111, 112 , ••• , itn of 
substitutions such that we have, for all i E {0, ... , n- 1}, either 

(a) G; + 1 is derived from G; and an input clause C; + 1 using it;+ 1 or 
(b) G; is ~-, Q, L 1, ••• , Lm, the literal -, Q is ground, and there is a finitely 

failed LDNF-tree for P U { ~ Q}. In this case, G;+ 1 is ~ L 1, ••• , Lm, the 
substitution it;+ I is the identity substitution, and Ci+I is -, Q. 

The LDNF-computation is an LDNF-refutation iff the last goal Gn, is the empty 
goal. In this case, the substitution 111, ••• , itniFv(G) is called a computed answer 
for PU {G}. 

Observe that the definition of an LDNF-computation given above is just the 
definition of an SLDNF-derivation of [18] without the last clause referring to the 
case that the sequence G0 , G1, ••• is finite. 2 Instead, an LDNF-computation is 
always finite. 

Proposition 4. Let P U { G} be a queried program and u an I/ 0-specification for 
PU {G}. 

Then if P U {G} is stable, we have the following: 

1. No computation of P U { G} flounders. 
2. If it is a computed answer for P U {G}, then it(x) is ground for all x E FV(G). 

PROOF. Take an arbitrary LDNF-computation of P U {G}. It consists of a sequence 
G0 , G 1, ••• ,Gn of normal goals (where G0 =G), a sequence C1, C 2 , ••• ,Cn of 
variants of program clauses of P, and a sequence 111, 112 , ••• , itn of substitutions. 
We will show by induction on n that for every natural number n, and goal Gn is 
stable. According to our observation, following the definition of stable goals, the 
first result then follows. We proceed to prove the above-stated claim by induction. 
The case n = 0 is trivial, and so we look at Gn + 1• By the induction hypothesis, Gn is 
stable. The goal Gn will start either with a positive or a negative literal. We 
distinguish these two cases. 

Case 1. Gn = ~ Q, L 1, ••• , L k, so the first literal in Gn is positive 
Then Cn+l has the form R~K1 , ••• ,Km and ttn+I =mgu(Q,R). This implies 

that 

Gn+l = ~ (KI, ... ,Km, LI, ... ,Lditn+I· 

In order to establish that Gn+ 1 is stable, we have to prove two claims: 

Claim 1: x E FV+(K;itn+l) ~ 3j E {1, ... , i- 1}[x E FV(Kjitn+ 1)]. 

Claim 2: xEFV+(L;i1n+l)~3j E {l, ... ,m}[x E FV(Kjitn+l)]or 

1 These variants are such that they satisfy the conditions FV(G) n FV(Ci+ 1) = 0 and FV(C) n 
FV(Ci) = 0 for i * j. This can all be achieved most easily by requiring that the variables in Ci are new, 
i.e., that they have not apppeared anywhere else before. 

2 Another difference is, of course, the fact that we allow only the Prolog selection rule. 
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3j E {l, ... ,i -1} [x EFV(Ljitn+ 1)]. 

We start with the first claim. If x E FV+ ( K;itn + 1 ), there has to be a variable 
y E FV+(K) such that X E FV(itn+ 1(y)). Because en+ 1 is stable, we have 

(*) 
or 3j E {1, ... ,i -1} [Y EFV(Kj)]. 

The possibility that y E FV+(R) can be excluded because from 

yEFV+(R) and xEFV(itn+ 1(y)) 

it follows that xEFV+(Ritn+ 1), which implies that xEFV+(Qitn+ 1) since Qitn+ 1 

=Ritn+J· But the fact that Gn is stable shows that FV+(Q)=~, which entails 
FV+ ( Qitn + 1) = ~. This contradicts x E FV+ ( Qitn + 1 ), and therefore ( *) yields 

3j E {1, ... ,i -1} [Y EFV(KJ]. 

From y E FV(K), we see that x E FV(Kjitn+ 1), so that we have shown the first 
claim. 

To establish the second claim, we suppose that x E FV+(L;itn+ 1). This time 
there must be a variable y E FV+(L) such that x E FV(itn+ 1(y )). Because Gn = ~ 
Q, L 1, ••• , Lk is stable, we have one of the following cases: 

(a) y E FV(Q); 
(b) 3j E {1, ... , i- 1}[y E FV(L)]. 

Case (a). y E FV(Q). 
Because FV+(Q) = ~' we must have y E FV-(Q). This means that x E 

FV-(Qitn+ 1), and then also xEFV-(Ritn+ 1). Therefore, we have a variable 
z E FV-(R) with X E FV(itn+ 1(z)). Because en+ 1 is stable, we have 

zEFV+(R) or 3jE{1, ... ,m}[zEFV(KJ]. 

Due to the fact that Qitn+ 1 =Ritn+ 1, FV+(Q)=~ and xEFV(itn+ 1(z)) hold, the 
assumption that z E FV+(R) leads to a contradiction. So it is true that z E FV(Kj) 
for a j E {1, ... , m}, from which we can conclude that x E FV(Kjitn + 1 ), which 
settles the claim in this case. 

Case (b). 3j E {1, ... , i - 1}[y E FV(L)]. 
Because of xEFV(itn+J(y)), we can conclude that xEFV(Ljitn+ 1) for a j <i, 

and so we are done. 

Case 2. Gn = ~-, Q, L 1, ••• , Lk. 
In this case, we know that Gn+ 1 = ~ L 1, ... , Lk. If x E FV+(L) for an i E 

{1, ... , n}, the fact that Gn is stable guarantees that 

xEFV(-,Q) or 3jE{1, ... ,i-1}[xEFV(Lj)] 

holds. Since FV(-, Q) = FV+(-, Q) = ~' there must be a j E {1, ... , i- 1} with 
x E FV(Lj), which finishes the first part of the proof. 

To prove that every computed answer is a ground substitution, we take an 
arbitrary LDNF-refutation of P U {G}. It consists of a sequence G0 , G1, ... , Gn of 
normal goals (where G 0 = G and Gn = D), a sequence C 1, C 2 , ... , C n of variants of 
program clauses of P, and a sequence it1, it2 , ... , itn of substitutions. The com
puted answer is then 1't1 ••• itnlFv(G)· If {x 1, ••• , xk} is the set of variables occurring 
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in G, we take a new k-ary predicate symbol r and define a goal G' by appending 
the literal -, r(x1, ... , xk) at the end of G. More formally, if G = ~ L 1, ... , Lm, 
then G' is defined as ~ LJ, ... ' Lm, -, r(xl, ... ' xk). ForiE {0, ... ' n}, the goals c; 
are defined analogously by appending the literal -, r(x 1, ••• , xk) to the end of G;. 
Now, it is quite obvious that the sequence G~, G'1, ••• , G~ of normal goals, together 
with the sequence C1, C2 , ••• ,Cn of clauses and the sequence ff1, ff2 , ••• ,{}n of 
substitutions, is an LDNF-computation of P u {G'}. The last goal of this sequence 
has the form 

G~ = ~ -,r(ff(x 1), ••• ,ff(xk)). 

The definition of stableness shows immediately that P U {G'} is stable. Therefore, 
we know already that this LDNF-computation does not flounder. Since the literal 
-, r(ff(x 1), ••• , {}(xk)) is negative, it has to be ground. But this implies that ff(x) is 
ground for all x E FV(G). D 

3. HOW TO AVOID INFINITE DERIVATIONS 

In this section, we tackle the problem of avoiding infinite derivations. Classically, 
this can be done by requiring P to be hierarchical [5], and thus banning any form 
of recursion. However, if we restrict our attention to stable queried programs 
P U {G}, we can introduce the notion of an ordered program, which lies between the 
hierarchical and the stratified [2] programs. We will be able to show that for stable 
queried programs P U {G} such that the program P is ordered, all LDNF-deriva
tions are finite. The usefulness of ordered programs stems from the fact that they 
allow for a certain controlled form of recursion, which is sufficient for many 
applications. 

Throughout this section, we fix a queried program P u {G} and an I/O-specifi
cation u and assume that P U { G} is stable. In order to be able to introduce 
ordered programs, we have to fix a mapping level. This function divides the 
predicate symbols from I into disjoint classes lJY assigning to each predicate 
symbol a natural number: 

level: I-) N. 

The function level is extended to literals in the obvious way. If L is a literal with 
predicate symbol p, then level(L) == level(p ). 

Before we are able to give the definition of an ordered program, we have to 
introduce the concept of a simplification ordering [6]. 

Definition 5 (Simplification ordering). A partial ordering --< on the set :T of all 
terms is a simplification ordering iff it has the following properties: 

1. s --< t implies f( · · · , s, · · · ) --< f( · · · , t, · · · ) 
2. s --< f( ... 's, ... ). 

If we have, furthermore, for any substitution {} 

s --< t = s{} --< tff, 

then --< is called a stable simplification ordering. 

It is well known [6, 7] that every simplification ordering is well founded. 
Examples of stable simplification orderings are the Knuth-Bendix ordering [14], 
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the lexicographic path ordering [13], and the recursive path ordering proposed by 
Dershowitz [6]. 

In the following, we assume that -< is a fixed stable simplification ordering. We 
extend this ordering to the set N X fT of all pairs of natural numbers and terms 
lexicographically: 

(m,s) -<1ex(n,t) if m <n or ( n = m &s -< t) . 

This extension is easily seen to be stable and well founded. 
To proceed, we assign to every atom p(t1, ••• ,tn) a multiset denoted by 

mset(p(tp ... , tn)) as follows: 

mset(p(t1, ••• ,tn)) == {(level(p),t;): up(i) ="+"&iE {l, ... ,n}}. 

For a negative literal -, p(t 1, ••• , tn), we define mset(-, p(t1, ••• , tn)) == 
mset(p(t1, •.• , tn)). 

If (X, -<) is a partially ordered set, then the ordering -< can be extended to the 
set of finite multisets with elements from X. For two finite multisets A and B with 
elements from X, we define B -<mset A iff the following two conditions hold: 

1. A =FB 
2. VxEB(xEAV3yEA(y~BAx-<y)). 

Obviously, the ordering -<mset is just the usual extension of -< to finite multisets. 
It is well known [6] that the ordering -<mset is well founded if -< has this property. 

We have given the definition above to be able to extend the ordering -<Lex on 
N X!Tto the set of finite multisets of elements from N XY. This ordering will again 
be denoted by -< mset· We have already noted that this ordering is well founded. It 
is easily seen to be stable 3 under substitutions. 

We are now in a position to define the concept of an ordered program. 

Definition 6 (Ordered programs). Let P be a normal program, u an I/O-specifica
tion for P, level a function assigning a level to every predicate symbol in P, and 
-< a stable simplification ordering on the set fT of all terms. 

Then the normal program P is ordered (via the I/O-specification u, the 
function level, and the ordering -<) iff for every clause from P of the form 

the following hold: 

1. If the literal L; is negative for i E {1, ... , n}, then level (L) < level(Q). 
2. The inequation mset (L) -<mset mset(Q) is valid for all i E {1, ~}. 
3. If we define the set I as I== {i E {1, ... , n}: level(L) = level(Q)}, then 

holds for all i E I. 

Here, ~multi stands for multiset inclusion. 

3 This is true because we are working with multisets. If we had used sets instead of multisets, then 
this property would fail since a set might be collapsed by a substitution because different elements of a 
set can be unified. 
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Obseroation. If Q (-- L 1, ... , Ln is a clause from a program P which is ordered, 
then we have 

mset( L;i}) -<mset mset( Q-&) for all i E { 1 , ... , n} 

for every substitution -&. This is due to the stability of -< mset under substitutions. 
Due to the first and second condition, every ordered program is stratified.4 

Therefore, if P is an ordered program, then comp(P) is consistent [2]. 
Before we are able to prove that there are no infinite LDNF-computations for a 

queried program which is ordered and stable, we have to introduce a variant of the 
function mset. We define a function mset as 

(

mset(L) 
mset( L) == {(level( L), T)} 

if Fv+ ( L) = ~; 

otherwise. 

Here, T is a symbol satisfying t-< T for any term t. 
The function mset has the following important property: for every literal L and 

every substitution -&, we have 

mset( L-&) ~ mset mset( L). 

The reason for this is that either FV+(L) is empty whence mset(L) and mset(L-&) 
are the same or FV+(L) is not empty. But then mset(L) is equal to {level(L), T)}, 
and this is at least as big as mset(L-& ). -- --

Lemma 7. Let P be a normal program which is stable and ordered. 
Then if R (-- K1, ••• , Km is a clause from P and -& is a substitution such that 

FV+(R-&) =~,then we have 

mset( K;ff) -< mset( R-&) for all i E { 1, ... , n} . 

PROOF. Since P is ordered, we have 

(1) mset(K;) -<mset mset(R) for all i E {1, ... , n}, and 
(2) pv+( K;) c;;;; multipv+(R) holds for all i E I, 

where the set I is defined as I== {i E {1, ... , m}: level(K;) = level(R)}. Since -<mset 
is stable, we conclude from (1) that -- --

mset( K;ff) -<mset mset( R-&) for all i E {1, ... , n}. 

This implies, of course, that 

(3) mset(K;ff) -<mset mset(R-&) for all i E I. 

As FV+(R-&) = ~, the functions mset and mset agree on R-&. From (2), it follows 
that FV+(K;ff) is empty for all i E /,so that mset and mset agree on K;ff fori E /. 

Therefore, (3) can be written as --

mset( K;ff) -<mset mset( R-&) for all i E /. 

To proceed, we just have to notice that for all i E {1, ... , n} -I, the elements of 
mset(Rff) have the form (n, t) where n = level(R) and t is a term, while the 

4 The definition of an ordered program can be slightly generalized by dropping the first clause. Then 
it is no longer true that every ordered program is stratified. Therefore, in that case, later on one has to 
prove independently that for every ordered program P, the completion comp(P) is consistent. 
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elements of mset(Kiit) have the form (m, s) where m < n and s is either a term or 

the symbol T . Therefore, it is clear that 

mset( Kiit) <-mset mset( Rit) for all i E { 1, ... , n} -I 

holds, and together with (3), this establishes our claim. D 

The next proposition establishes the central property of ordered programs. 

Proposition 8. Let P be a normal program, u an I/O-specification for P, level a 

function assigning a level to every predicate symbol in P, and <- a stable 

simplification ordering on the set :T of all terms. 
Then if P u {G} is stable and Pis ordered, then there is no infinite LDNF-deriva-

tion of P U {G}. 

PROOF. The proof is indirect and starts from the assumption that there is an 

infinite LDNF-derivation which consists of a sequence (Hn:n EN) of normal goals 

(where H0 =G), a sequence (Cn:n EN- {0}) of variants of program clauses of P, 

and a sequence < itn: n E N - { 0}) of substitutions. The idea is to assign a multi set 

o(Hn) consisting of finite multisets of pairs from N X:Tto every goal Hn such that 

for all n EN 

(1) o(Hn+ 1)-« mset o(Hn), 

where -« is the usual extension of <- to multisets of multisets. Then 
mset mset 

(o(Hn):n E./Y) would be an infinite decreasing sequence of multisets, which is 

impossible since <- , and therefore also -« , is well founded. The definition 
mM mm 

of the function o is as follows: 

o( <c-L1, ... ,Ln) := {mset(L1), ••• ,mset(Ln)}. 

Here, {mset(L1 ), ••• , mset(Ln )} is regarded as multiset. 
Now we can begin with the proof of (1). As in the proof of Proposition 4, our 

further considerations will depend on whether the first literal is positive or 

negative. We perform a case distinction accordingly. 

Case I. Hn = .,._ Q, L 1, ... , L,, so the first literal in Hn is positive. 

Then Cn+ 1 takes the form R .,._ K1, ... , Km and itn+ 1 = mgu(Q, R). This implies 

that 

Mter the definition of mset, we have already noted that for every literal L and 

every substitution it, the inequality mset( Lit)<- mset mset( L) holds. Obviously, this 

property carries over to the function o: if GTs a goal and it is any substitution, 

then we have 

o( Git) -« mset o( G). 

Therefore, we have 

o(Hn) »- mset o(Hnitn+1) 

=o( <c-Qitn+l' L 1itn+ 1, ... ,L,itn+l) 
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Since o(Hn+l) = {mset(K1itn+l), ... , mset(Kmi}n+l), mset(L 1i}n+ 1), ••• , mset 
(L,itn+ 1)}, it is sufficient to show that -- -- --

(2) mset(K;-&N+I) -<mset mset(Qitn+l) for all i E {1, ... , m} 

holds in order to show that o(Hn+ 1) -<-<mset o(Hn). 
To establish (3), we note that since P u {Hn} is stable, we have FV+(Q) = ~

This implies trivially that FV+ ( Qitn + 1) = ~, and since itn + 1 is a unifier of R and Q 
also FV+( Ritn+ 1) = ~- Now we can apply Lemma 7 to conclude 

mset( K;itn + 1) -< mset mset( Ritn + 1) for all i E { 1, ... , n} . 

But this is just (2) since i}n+ 1 is a unifier of Q and R, finishing the proof in this 
case. 

Case 2. Hn = +-- -, Q, L 1, ••• , Lm. 
Then we have Hn + I = +-- L I' ... ' L m. This implies that 

o(Hn) = {mset(-, Q)} I±J o(Hn+ 1 ), 

which entails (1). D 

In order to apply our abstract considerations, we now have to find a suitable 
stable simplification ordering -< on the set of all terms. To this end, we define a 
function weight from the set A of all function symbols to the set of all positive 
integers: 

weight: A ~ N - { 0}. 

The function weight enables us to define the length ln(t) of a term t inductively: 

In( t) := 0 if t is a variable; 
n 

ln(t) :=weight(!)+ I: In(t;) 
i= I 

Now we can define the order relation -< as 

s-< t iff In( s) <In( t) &FV( s) ~ multiFV( t). 

This ordering is in fact a simplified version of the Knuth-Bendix ordering [KnBe70]. 
One can easily verify that -< is a simplification ordering. To see that -< is stable 
we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 9 (Stability of -<). If 

ln(s) < ln(t) and FV(s) ~ 
1
.FV(t) 

mutl 

holds, then we have for every substitution r 

In( sr) < In( tr) and FV( ST) ~ multiFV( tr). 

PROOF. To prove this lemma, one first shows by an easy induction on the structure 
of s that for any term s, the equation 

ln(sr)=ln(s)+ I: ln(r(x)) 
xEFV(s) 

is valid, provided that FV(s) is interpreted as a multiset. This shows that ln(sr) < 
ln(tr) holds under the assumptions that ln(s) < ln(t) and FV(s) ~ 

1
.FV(t). 

mutt 
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Another induction on the structure of t shows that for any term t, 

FV( tr) = ttJ FV( r( x)) 
xEFV(t) 
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is valid. This shows that FV(sr) ~ 
1 

FV(tr) holds under the assumption that 
mu tl 

FV(s) ~ 
1 

FV(t )_ Therefore, -< is stable. D 
mutt 

In the following, we will always assume that the ordering -< is defined as above 
by assigning a weight to every function symbol. 

We conclude this section with a definition. 

Definition 10 (Consistent queried programs). Let P u { G} be a queried program, cr 
an I/O-specification for P, and -< a stable simplification ordering. 

Then P u {G} is consistent (w.r.t. cr and -<) iff 

1. P u {G} is stable and 
2. P is ordered. 

In order to have a handy notation, we will always assume in the future that cr 
and -< are either clear from the context or else unimportant when we speak of a 
queried program P u {G}, which is consistent w.r.t. an I/O-specification cr and an 
ordering -< . This enables us to speak just of a consistent program. 

4. COMPLETENESS RESULTS FOR LDNF-RESOLUTION 

Let us assume that we have a queried program P u {G}, an I/O-specification cr 
for P, and an ordering -< such that P u { G} is consistent. Then Propositions 4 and 
8 show that the LDNF-tree for the queried program P u {G} exists and is finite. 
Either it is failed or not. Due to its finiteness, we can check this effectively. 
Therefore, we can actually decide whether there is an LDNF-refutation of P u {G}. 
This gives us our first completeness result. 

Theorem 11 (Syntactical completeness of LDNF-resolution). Let P be a normal 
program, Q a closed atom, cr an I/O-specification for P, and -< a stable 
simplification ordering. 

Then if P U { ~ Q} is a consistent queried program, then there exists either an 
LDNF-refutation of P U { ~ Q} or an LDNF-refutation of P U { ~ -, Q}. 

The syntactical completeness of LDNF-resolution is one of the main ingredients 
of the proof of our final completeness theorem. But it is not sufficient; we also 
need a lifting lemma for LDNF-resolution. We will give that lemma next. 

Lemma 12 (Lifting lemma). Let P U { G} be a queried program, cr an I 1 a-specifica
tion for P, and r a substitution. 

If P U {G} is stable and there is an LDNF-computation of P U {Gr} consisting of 
a sequence 

(where G0 = Gr) 

of normal goals, a sequence C1, C2 , ••• , Cn of variants of program clauses of P or 
ground negative literals, and a sequence ltp lt2 , ••• , ltn of substitutions, then there 
exists a substitution Q and an LDNF-computation of P u {G} of the same length 
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consisting of a sequence H0 , H 1, ••• , Hn of normal goals (where H0 =G), the same 
sequence Cl, Cz, ... 'en, and a sequence 'PI• Cf!z, ... ' 'Pn of substitutions such that 

and 

PROOF. We prove the claim by induction on n. If n = 0, we can take (} := r, and 
the claim follows. In the induction step, we may assume that the claim is true for 
all LDNF-computations of length less than n + 1. So we already have a sequence 
H0 , H 1, ••• , Hn of normal goals with H0 = G, and a sequence cp1, cp2 , ••• , Cf!n of 
substitutions satisfying the requirements for an LDNF-computation. We make a 
case distinction according to the form of the first literal in Gn. 

Case 1. Gn = ....- Q, L 1, ••• ,Lk, so the first literal in Gn is positive. 
This implies that Gn + I has been derived from Gn and the input clause c n +I 

using itn + I. Therefore, c n + I has the form 

Cn+I =(R..--K1 , ••• ,Km) 

and itn+ 1 = mgu(Q, R). By the induction hypothesis, we know that there is a 
substitution v such that 

and 

Then Hn is necessarily of the form ....- Q, i 1, ... , ik, which implies that Qv = Q. 
Since the variables in en+ I are new, they have not appeared in T, it], ... ' itn or 
Cf!p ... , Cf!w Therefore, we may conclude that 

dom(v) nFV(Cn+I) =JL 

This implies that R v = R, and therefore we see that Q and R are unifiable via the 
substitution vitn + 1: 

Qvitn+l =Qitn+l =Ritn+l =Rvitn+l· 

If we define 'Pn+ 1 := mgu(Q, R), it follows that there is a substitution (} such that 
the identity vitn + 1 = Cf!n + 1 (} holds. This gives us 

i.h. 
Tit! ... i}n i}n +I = Cf!1 Cf!z ... Cf!n vi}n +I = Cf!1 Cf!z ••• Cf!n Cf!n +I (} · 

If we now derive Hn +I from Hn and en+ I using 'Pn + p then it is a trivial matter to 
check that Gn + 1 = Hn + 1 (}, and so we are done. 

Case 2. Gn = ....- -, Q, L 1, ••• , Lk. 
Then -, Q must be ground, and there is a finitely failed LDNF-tree for 

Pu{..--Q}. Furthermore, Gn+l is ..--L1, ••• ,Lk and itn+l is the identity substitu
tion. By the induction hypothesis, there is a substitution (} such that 

and 

Therefore, Hn has the form ....- -, Q, i 1, ... , ik. We already know by Proposition 4 
that the LDNF-computation H 0 , ••• , Hn does not flounder, so -, Q must be 
ground. 
But we have QQ = Q, and if Q is ground, this implies that Q = Q. Therefore, we 
can define 

and 'Pn+l := id. 
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Then the sequence H 0 , ••• ,Hn+P together with C 1, ••• ,Cn+l and cp 1, .•. ,'f'n+l' is 
an LDNF-computation of P u {G}, and we have 

i.h. 
71'}1 " .. i}n i}n +I = Tit! """ i}n = 'P1 'Pz ... 'Pn (} = 'P1 'Pz ... 'Pn 'Pn +I(} 

as well as Gn + 1 = Hn + 1 (}, finishing the proof. D 

Theorem 13 (Semantical completeness of LDNF-resolution for consistent programs). 

Let P U {G} be a queried program and a an I/0-specificationfor P. 
Then if 

1. the queried program P u { G} is consistent and 
2. the substitution r is a correct answer for comp(P) U {G}, 

then there exists a computed answer 'P such that 

for all x E FV( G). 

PROOF. Let {x 1, ..• , x n} be the set of all free variables occurring in Gr, and take G 

to be the goal ~ L 1, ••• , Lm. 
Because r is a correct answer for comp(P) u {G}, it follows that 

(1) comp(P) 'F (L 1 1\ ··· 1\ Lm)r. 

Choosing new constants a1, ..• , an, we define a substitution 

a:= [x 1jap···,xnfan]. 

With this definition, (1) implies that 

(2) comp(P) 'F (L 1 1\ ··· 1\ Lm)m. 

Because P u {G} is stable, so too is P u {Gm}. Therefore, we know that the 
LDNF-tree for P u {Gm} exists and in finite. Now there are two possibilities. 

Case 1. The LDNF-tree for P u {Gm} is failed. 
We will show that this is impossible due to the soundness of LDNF-resolution. 

To this end, we add a new 0-ary predicate symbol r to our language, and to P we 
add the clause 

The resulting program will be called p+. If we look at the LDNF-tree for 
p+ u { ~ r}, we see that it consists of the root <c- r and the LDNF-tree for 
P u {Gm} planted on top of that root. This shows that the LDNF-tree for 
p+ u { <c- r} is finitely failed. By the soundness of the LDNF-resolution, it follows 

that 

(3) comp(P+) 'F -, r 

holds. Now the relation between comp(P) and comp(P+) is given by 

(4) comp(P+) = comp(P) U {r- L 1m 1\ ··· 1\ Lm m} U EqAx. 

(Here, EqAx is a set of equality axioms for the new constants.) Therefore, (3) 
implies that 

(5) comp(P+) 'F -,(L1 1\ ··· 1\ Lm)m, 
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while (2) gives us 

(6) comp(P+) F= (L 1 I\ ··· I\ Lm)m. 

It is easily seen that p+ can be turned into a stratified program simply by assigning 
a high enough level to r. But then comp(P+) is consistent, in contradiction to (5) 
and (6). This shows that the first case is impossible. 

Case 2. The LDNF-tree for P u {GTa} contains a success branch. 
This success branch can be viewed as an LDNF-refutation of P u {Gm}. 

Because Gm is ground, the computed answer of this refutation is the identity 
substitution. Since the constants a1, ••• , an do not appear in P or in GT, we can 
replace them with x 1, ••• , Xn- This gives us an LDNF-refutation of P U {GT} with 
the identity substitution as the computed answer. Let cp 1, ••. , 'Pk be the sequence of 
substitutions used in this refutation. Because the computed answer is the identity 
substitution, we know 

(7) x-&1 • • • -&k = x for all x E FV( GT ). 

Applying the lifting lemma, we find an LDNF-refutation of P u {G} using a 
sequence cp 1, •• . , 'Pk of substitutions together with a substitution Q such that 

(8) TiJ-1 ••• i}k = 'P1 ••• 'Pk (}. 

The computed answer of this LDNF-refutation is the restriction of cp 1 • • • 'Pk to 
FV(G). We denote this substitution by cp: 

cp := 'P1 ••• 'PkiFV(G)· 

Now (7) and (8) together imply 

(9) T(x) = Q(cp(x)) for all x E FV(G). 

Since P u {G} is stable, Proposition 4 tells us that cp(x) is ground for every 
x E FV(G). This implies that the substitution Q is of no use in (9), and therefore we 
have 

T(x)=cp(x) forallxEFV(G), 

proving our claim. D 

5. COMPUTATIONAL ADEQUACY OF CONSISTENT QUERIED 
PROGRAMS 

In this final section, we establish the important result that every primitive recursive 
function can be computed by an appropriate ordered program. Although the class 
of all computable functions is not exhausted by the class of all primitive recursive 
functions, it is arguable that all functions computable in practice, i.e., on an 
existing computer, are in fact primitive recursive. This is due to the fact that any 
recursive function, which is not primitive recursive, is so complicated that any 
attempt to compute it readily exceeds the capacity of any computer. 

Theorem 14 (Computational adequacy of consistent queried programs). Let f be an 
n-ary primitive recursive function. Then there exists a normal program P1 with an 
( n + 1)-ary predicate symbol p 1 and an I I a-specification CT for P such that: 
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1. For nonnegative integers k 1, ... , kn, the queried program 

P1 u { ~p1(sk 1 (0), ... ,sk•(O), x)} 

is stable. 
2. P1 is ordered. 
3. For all nonnegative integers k 1, ... , kn, and k, we have 

[(k1, ... ,kn) =k iff 
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the substitution [xjsk(O)] is a computed answer for P1 U { ~ p/sk 1(0), ... , sk•(O), 
x)}. 

PROOF. The program we are going to construct will be the one given by Sebelik 
and Stepanek [20]. It is also given in the book by Lloyd [18]. We will only have to 
prove 1 and 2 because 3 is Theorem 9.6 on p. 53 of [18]. 

First, we will fix the I/O-specification a. We do this by defining the mode for 
every (n + 1)-ary predicate symbol p1 to be given by the declaration 

PIC~~,-). 
n 

This definition of aP just reflects the intuition behind the concept of an I/O
specification because/ clearly, the first n places of p1 will serve for input, while the 
last place is intended for output. 

To be able to talk of ordered programs, we have to fix a function weight, 
assigning to every function symbol occurring in P1 a positive integer. Since our 
alphabet has just the two function symbols 0 and s, we may define 

weight{ s) == 1 and weight( 0) == 1. 

We also have to fix the function level operating on the set of predicate symbols. 
But its construction will go hand in hand with the inductive definition of P1, which 
follows the inductive construction of f from applications of compositions and 
primitive recursions. 

Case 1. f(k) = 0 for all kEN. 
We take P1 to be the program consisting of the single clause 

pl(x,O) ~. 

Defining level(p1) == 0, we see at once that 1 and 2 are true. 

Case 2. f(k) = k + 1 for all k E N. 
This time, P1 consists of the single clause 

p1(x,s(x)) ~. 

Again, we take level(p1) == 0. 

Case3. f(k 1, ... ,kn)=kj where jE{l, ... ,n}. 
We define P1 to be the program consisting of 
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Case 4. f(k 1, ••• , kn) = h(g1(k 1, ••• , kn), ... , gm(k1, ••• , kn)) for all k 1, ••• , kn EN. 
By the induction hypothesis, corresponding to each g; there is an ordered 

program Pg; and a predicate symbol Pg; satisfying the properties of the theorem. 
Similarly, corresponding to h, there is an ordered program Ph and a predicate 
symbol Ph satisfying the properties of the theorem. We can suppose without loss of 
generality that the programs Pg

1
, ••• , Pgm and Ph do not have any predicate symbols 

in common. We define Pr as the union of Pg,• ... , Pgm and Ph together with the 
clause 

It is straightforward to see that the new clause is stable. To turn Pr into a program 
which is ordered, we simply assign to Pt a level which is bigger than the level of all 
the other predicate symbols occurring in Pr. 

Case 5. Suppose that f is defined recursively by 

f(kp···•kn,O) =h(k1 , ••• ,kn), 

f(kl, ... ,kn,l + 1) =g(kt,···•kn,l,J(kp···•kn,[)), 

where g and h are primitive recursive functions. By the induction hypothesis, 
corresponding to h (resp., g), there is an ordered program Ph (resp., Pg) and a 
predicate symbol Ph (resp., pg) satisfying the properties of the theorem. Again, we 
can suppose that Ph and Pg do not have any predicate symbols in common. Define 
Pr to be the union of Ph and Pg together with the clauses 

Pr(x 1, ••• ,xn,O,z) (-ph(x 1, ••• ,xn,z) and 

Pr(x1, •• • , xn, s(y), z) (- Pr(x1, •• • , xn,y, u),pg(x1, •• • , xn,y, u, z). 

Again, it is easy to check that the two new clauses are stable. To turn Pr into an 
ordered program, we assign to Pt a level higher than the level of any other 
predicate symbol occurring in Pr. Then the first clause is trivially seen to be 
ordered. Checking the second clause requires a little more work, First, we write the 
second clause as Q (- L 1, L 2 • Then we see that 

I== {i E {1,2}: level(L;) =level(Q)} = {1}. -- --

Furthermore, we have that 

FV+ ( Q) = FV+ ( p f (X 1 , ... , X n, S ( y) , Z)) = {X 1> ••• , X n , y} and 

FV+(L 1) =FV+(Pr(x1 , ••• ,xn,y,u)) = {x 1, ••• ,xn,y}. 

Then it is clear that 

FV+(Lt) ~mulripv+(Q) 

holds. If we define k == level(pf) and l == level(pg), it remains to be proved that 

{ ( k, X 1), ... , ( k, X n), ( k, y)} -< mset { ( k, X 1), ... , ( k, X n), ( k, s( y))} and 

{ ( l, X 1), ... , ( l, X n), ( l, Y), ( l, U)} -< mset { ( k, X 1), ... , ( k, X n), ( k, s( Y))} 

holds. These inequations are valid since we have s(y) >- y and k > l. D 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The last section shows that our approach can handle a large class of programs. But 
since our technique is syntactical and the question whether a given program 
terminates is undecidable, there have to be classes of programs for which the 
method described in this paper will fail. One such class consists of all of those 
programs describing relations which are too complicated from a complexity point 
of view to be captured by our notions_ More specifically, Kiinzi [16] has shown that 
functions which are not primitive-recursive cannot be computed by an ordered 
program_ 

The other class of programs for which our method will fail consists of all of 
those programs containing local variables. An example program will illustrate this 
point. 

quicksort ( [ l , [ l ) . 
quicksort([XIXs], Y) 

split(X, Xs, Zl, Z2), 
quicksort(Zl, Yl), 
quicksort(Z2, Y2), 
append (Yl, lXIY2], Y) . 

split(_,[], [], []). 
split(X, lYIYs], [YIUs], Vs) :

Y<X, 
split(X, Ys, Us, Vs). 

split (X, lYIYs], Us, lYIVs]) :-
Y>=X, 
split(X, Ys, Us, Vs). 

append( [], X, X). 
append([XiXs], Ys, lXIZs]) 

append(Xs, Ys, Zs) _ 

Example 1: The quicksort algorithm. 

Let us assume that quicksort I 2 is called, with its first argument being a list 
of natural numbers. Then the variables Zl and Z2 on the first argument positions 
of the recursive calls to quicksort I 2 prevent us from directly comparing a 
recursive call with the head of the clause. This predicate cannot be ordered in our 
sense since for an ordered program we must have 

{Z1} ~mu/J{X,Xs} and {Z2} ~ 
1
.{X,Xs}, 

mu tl 

which is apparently wrong. To deal with programs containing local variables, one 
has to work with abstract interpretations [10]. For a recent application of these ideas 
to Prolog, see [22] or [19]. Both the aforementioned works propose the use of linear 
inequalities to prove termination of recursive Prolog procedures. While this cer
tainly is the current state of the art, linear inequalities can only be successful if the 
number of recursive calls of a procedure is bounded by some linear function. 
Although this seems to be true for most programs occurring in practice, from a 
more theoretical point of view, this is somehow unsatisfactory. 
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For programs containing no local variables, one can guarantee termination by 
restricting attention to structural recursive procedures [19]. However, this notion is 
weaker than our notion since it does not allow for mutual recursion. 

There is one final interesting point worth mentioning: It is decidable whether a 
program P with a given I/O-specification a can be ordered via some functions 
level and weight. This is so because there are essentially only finitely many ways to 
define the function level, and once the function level is fixed, we only have to find 
out whether there is a function weight such that certain inequalities between the 
weights of some terms are valid. But this last question can be reduced to checking 
the validity of a formula in Presburger arithmetic, which is a decidable theory [9]. 
Let us illustrate this point by an example. Suppose we have a program consisting of 
the clauses. 

p(h(X, Y)) :- p(f(g(X), g(Y))). 

p(g(f(f(X, Y), Y))) :- p(h(X, Y)). 

and assume that the predicate symbol p has the mode p( + ). In order to verify that 
this program can be ordered, we have to find weights wh, w1, and wg such that 

w1 + 2* wg < wh and wh < 2* w1 + wg 

holds. Therefore, we have to check whether the formula 

3w13wg3wh((w1+ 2* wg < wh) 1\ (wh < 2* w1+ wg)) 

is valid in Presberger arithmetic. (It turns out to be true; for example, with wh = 8, 
w1 = 5, and wg = 1, the inequalities are satisfied.) 

I wish to thank Prof. Dr. Justus Diller for the supervision of my Ph.D. dissertation from which the 
current work has been extracted. Prof. Dr. John Addison carefully read a draft version of this paper and 
helped me with the English. 
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